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COPY AND TRADEMARK NOTICE  

Grass Valley®, GV® and the Grass Valley logo and / or any of the Grass Valley products listed in this document 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of GVBB Holdings SARL, Grass Valley USA, LLC, or one of its affiliates 
or subsidiaries. All third party intellectual property rights (including logos or icons) remain the property of their 
respective owners 
Copyright ©2021 GVBB Holdings SARL and Grass Valley USA, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
Other product names or related brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 
companies. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

Please read the following terms and conditions carefully. By using T2 4K documentation, you agree to the following 
terms and conditions.  
Grass Valley hereby grants permission and license to owners of to use their product manuals for their own internal 
business use. Manuals for Grass Valley products may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, for any purpose unless specifically 
authorized in writing by Grass Valley.  
A Grass Valley manual may have been revised to reflect changes made to the product during its manufacturing life. 
Thus, different versions of a manual may exist for any given product. Care should be taken to ensure that one 
obtains the proper manual version for a specific product serial number.  
Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on the part 
of Grass Valley.  
Warranty information is available from the Legal Terms and Conditions section of Grass Valley’s website 
(www.grassvalley.com). 
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Applicability  
T2 4K software version 3.4.5.2279 applies to the following products: 

 T2 4K Elite, Pro, Express (A) 

 T2 4K Elite, Pro, Express  

 T2 4K Elite, Pro, Express Plus 

 T2 4K Elite, Pro, Express with 12G I/O card 

 

New Features 
This update provides the following additional features: 

 Support XDC NEXT/PREV VTR extended command while working in BVW remote control 

 Support simultaneous working two channels in 4K 30p mode (only for Elite Plus & 12G model) 

 Support the sync bit for synced embedded audio output 

 

Update History 
This update fixes / improves the following issues: 

 T2 crashes while rotating Windows performance monitor logs (SFDC00797839) 

 T2 displays invalid time code if a clip that has no timecode is loaded and played with scan conversion 

 Browsing same FTP server while FTP transfer makes import error 

 T2 freezes if it receives certain AMP command while T2 is busy 
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APPENDIX 

Supported function in multiple channel video recording 

Supported function depends on recording channel. Several functions are only supported in R1 channel 
 

Function 

3 in 0 out 

2 in 1 out  

R1 R2 R3 

Supported codec for recording 
Grass Valley HQX AVI or MXF 
*Other format is not supported 

VTR mode Yes No No 

Schedule recording Yes No No 

E to E Yes No - 

Automatic loading growing clip to playout 
channel 

Yes No - 

Automatic loading sub-clip to playout channel Yes No - 

 

AMP channel mapping 

T2 supports AMP / BVW remote command for all channels. Channel mapping between AMP and T2 is now changed 
due to supporting multi channel recording 

 

AMP channel T2 channel 

vtr_r1 R1 

vtr_r2 R2 

vtr_r3 R3 

vtr_p1 P1 

vtr_p2 P2 

vtr_p3 P3 

 

Video monitor output (HD / SD mode) 

You can assign monitor output in I/O mode settings: 

 T2 4K series: Any channel can be assigned to the monitor output 

 T2 4K Plus series: Below is assignable matrix 

2 in 1 out mode 

SDI port# Type Channel 
Assignable 

channel 

SDI1 Recorder R1 - 

SDI2 Recorder R2 - 

SDI3 Monitor Output - R1, P1 
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SDI4 Monitor Output - R1, P1 

SDI5 Player P1 - 

SDI6 Monitor Output - R1, R2, P1 

SDI7 Reserved - - 

SDI8 Reserved - - 

 

3 in 0 out mode 

SDI port# Type Channel 
Assignable 

channel 

SDI1 Recorder R1 - 

SDI2 Recorder R2 - 

SDI3 Recorder R3 - 

SDI4 Reserved - - 

SDI5 Monitor Output - R1 

SDI6 Monitor Output - R1 or R2 

SDI7 Monitor Output - R1 or R3 

SDI8 Reserved - - 

 


